Direct U-Pb dating of Cretaceous and Paleocene dinosaur bones, San Juan Basin, New Mexico
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Fassett et al. (2011, herein) analyzed fossil bone fragments from the San Juan Basin of New Mexico and claim to have achieved the “first successful direct dating of fossil vertebrate bone” (p. 159). This claim is asserted to establish the survival of dinosaurs into the Paleogene, thus supporting a view championed by J. Fassett for nearly 30 years (Fassett, 1982). This would be a unique discovery if valid and, consequently, the burden of proof is high. Unfortunately, the data presented by Fassett et al. are unconvincing for several reasons.

The samples were fossils, not bones composed of unaltered hydroxylapatite, and as such they have been open systems whose uranium and lead uptake/leaching histories are conjectural. Uranium typically adsorbs preferentially in dinosaur bones buried within the local water table (Gillette, 1994), and many elements are drawn from surrounding sediments during fossilization (Goodwin et al., 2007, and references therein). The best that can be hoped for, if the isotopic composition of non-radiogenic lead is known and early absorbed uranium and its radiogenic lead are quantitatively retained (none of which is demonstrated by Fassett et al.), is that a minimum age for the bone can be postulated. How closely such a minimum age coincides with the pre-mortem age of the animal or with the depositional age of entombing sediments depends on many taphonomic variables, sediment geochemistry, groundwater flux history, and the porosity of fossil bone.

Both samples analyzed (22799-D and BB1) are fossil bone fragments rather than articulated fossil skeletons and are therefore suspect a priori of being reworked. Failure to recognize faunal reworking of isolated dinosaur teeth in the uppermost Hell Creek Formation of north-eastern Montana resulted in a similar conclusion that dinosaurs survived into the Paleocene. Detailed stratigraphic and faunal analysis (Fastovsky and Dott, 1986; Lofgren, 1995) disproved this sensational claim, and the so-called “Bug Creek Problem” is considered by most workers to be resolved.

Decades of fieldwork above the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary in the Western Interior has produced dozens of articulated skeletons and/or skulls of champsosaurs, crocodilians, lizards, turtles, and mammals firmly in place in Paleocene sediments. To date, no dinosaur skulls, skeletons, or nests—fossils unlikely to survive reworking unrecognized—are recorded in museum collections across North America from these or contemporaneous formations (www.paleodb.org; ucmpdb.berkeley.edu; museum.montana.edu/paleodb_pub/; collections.mnh.si.edu/search/paleo/). A long term, multi-institutional field study (1999–2009) of the geology and paleontology of the Hell Creek Formation produced no evidence of non-avian dinosaurs in situ above the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary (Horner et al., 2011).

As in the “Bug Creek Problem,” it is entirely possible that the fossil fragments studied by Fassett et al. were reworked postmortem. U-uptake may have occurred at any time postmortem and could have continued during its subsequent history. There is no way to prove, based on the data presented, that this was not the case. After highly subjective data selection, Fassett et al. interpreted a U/Pb age of the control sample (22799-D) to be in agreement with a 4Ar/39Ar age for a volcanic ash bed at “virtually the same stratigraphic level” (p. 159) some 3.5 km away. Terrestrial facies can change dramatically over such distances, and chronostratigraphic correlation on even much shorter length scales can be difficult—a lesson of the “Bug Creek Problem.” Even if the correlation is correct, a reworked fossil fragment could easily acquire a U/Pb age coeval with deposition, which would have little bearing except as a one-sided constraint on the pre-mortem age of the bone. The two oldest inferred, but rejected, ages for sample 22799-D could be an indication that uranium uptake began prior to 80 Ma, long before the interpreted depositional age, and therefore indicate that the fossil fragment was reworked.

The data of Fassett et al. support their conclusions if and only if highly subjective data interpretation is employed. Even if such data could be used to date early postmortem diagenesis, taphonomic and stratigraphic evidence must be used to establish that the age of U-uptake places a valid constraint on the age of the animal. The claim for Paleocene dinosaurs in this case is simply not credible based on the evidence presented.
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